Lead Restoration Technician
Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 4:30p.m.
Days: Monday – Friday
(Also required to be on an on-call rotation and other required overtime shifts)
A prominent local disaster restoration company seeking an experienced restoration
technician to lead crews of 2-3 people on water and fire restoration jobs, with an occasional mold
or odor remediation. This isn’t a management position but the lead technician is essential to
insuring that all jobs meet IICRC standards and run smoothly.
Major Responsibilities:
■ Provided excellent customer service as you will often be the first person customers meet
when responding to a water loss. Or will be the face to face contact with a home owner
while restoring their house after a fire.
■ Be on the “on call” schedule and possibly working later than planned. This is not a
typical, “clock in clock out” type of position. Aside from your regular hours you could be
asked to work over any given day or to come in on the weekend. You could also be called
back into work after leaving for the day to go on an emergency job.
■ Lead crew to effectively mitigate damages caused by water to local homes and business.
■ During normal business hours you will be asked to either lead a crew on demolition,
cleaning, packing up, or moving a customer back into their home after they suffered
damage from a fire or storm.
■ Provide timely and accurate information to customer, supervisor and any other interested
parties on the progress of the jobsite you are working on.
■ Identify and address all safety concerns with your crew and supervisor.
Basic Qualifications:
■ High school diploma or G.E.D.
■ Valid driver’s license.
■ Current IICRC certifications in Fire, Smoke, or Water mitigation. Other certifications
considered a plus but not required.
■ Ability to do physically demanding jobs and lift between 20-60lbs.
■ Able to effectively communicate via phone, email, text, and handwritten documents.
■ Understand how to read Material Safety.
■ Submit to a background and drug testing.
Benefits (for full-time employment)

■
■
■
■
■
■

Competitive Salary
Dental
Vision
Health
Life
Short term disability insurance

